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Recommendations
Within the over-arching objectives of Quality, Innovation and Sustainability, the remedies discussed
herein combine to form a business plan that can most effectively deliver the service of parking to the
Town’s varied customer base.
In the implementation of these remedies, change may be required in how we view parking space within
the broader context of traffic as the movement of not just vehicles, but people. The set of plausible
options and initiatives need to now reflect our values on safety, sustainable cost of implementation, fair
levels of service, active transportation goals and environmental concerns. As well, because parking
service is viewed as a business in the Town of Oakville, the strategic goal of the parking management
plan for the short and longer term should continue to reflect a business that is self sustainable.
As discussed in Technical Report C, emerging issues and weaknesses that emerged from: the parking
demand; the turnover/duration of stay surveys; customer and business input through online surveys;
ranking of options by Public Information attendees through an online survey form; discussion by
attendees of Public Information Sessions; staff and consulting advice; and trends within the parking
industry have all contributed to the development of the recommendations.
The following is a summary of recommendations that flowed out of the process of the completion of the
2012 Commercial Parking Study:
1. Maintain the current level of parking supply in the downtown and Kerr St Village to meet
existing parking demand.
Parking Management Strategy
A series of metrics used in the parking study were used to support the conclusion that currently,
there is sufficient parking supply in both commercial areas. Given the expectation of a very high
level of service in terms of short walking distances to and from parking space and primary
destinations, some intensification of on-street parking supply through the strategic
implementation of angled parking on selected streets may serve to relieve some of the intense
pressure to provide more capacity on the street. This concept is within the scope of the
Downtown Transportation and Streetscape study. For discussion purposes the Study pointed to
streets that are largely on the fringe of the commercial cores should be investigated as potential
areas of intensification of on street parking space.

2. The Town will continue to monitor land use (new development and redevelopment) and their
impact on parking supply over the immediate term (0 to 2 years) and the near term (3 to 5
years) in the downtown and Kerr St Village commercial areas.
Downtown
The parking study outlined a number of plausible change scenarios and their potential impact on
the balance of parking demand and supply. The latter is impacted by:
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changes in the future level of occupancy of current stock of land uses in the study areas;
future parking demand due to the oncoming re-developments or new developments;
the potential physical loss of existing public parking supply; and
The future magnitude, pattern and customer profile of parking demand due to potential
changes in operations and potential implementation of different parking revenue
control.

Kerr St Village
While details are not clear at this time, the discussion centered on having to prepare the Town’s
reaction to these potential changes in terms of parking supply. The Town through its ownership
of its parking resources becomes a partner in the re-imaging and re-shaping of the downtown in
particular. Within the Kerr St Village for instance, the Town’s strategy can be to forge
partnerships with private sector players to ensure that the collective parking needs of this
vibrant community of businesses and residents are served.
Parking Management Strategy
Continue to monitor the land use changes and the program of measuring the level of parking
activity in the commercial areas through the Town’s program of seasonal checks of occupancy,
turnover and duration of stay mix of its customers on parking spaces.
3. Secure longer term (6 to 10 years) parking assets to accommodate long term parking demand
and supply.
Downtown
West of the core downtown area (Performing Arts, Library and Centennial Pool complex) is
primed for reinvention and efforts should be made to jointly develop a parking component to
any re-development sites that arise in the near term. As well, the Church St corridor - where our
major surface parking resource is located - provides an opportunity to capitalize on heritage
look and feel along with intensification of development through the addition of more residential
and at-grade commercial uses.
Kerr St Village
The successful visioning planning process undertaken in the Kerr St Village study area re-affirms
that significant opportunities are in the process of conception. For a detailed description and
analysis, refer to the section in Technical Report B, entitled, “Estimate of Impact on Future
Supply and Demand Balance.” (There were only 5 responses from the Kerr St Village ranking
options exercise and therefore no statistically valid direction emerged).
Parking Management Strategy
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Continue to monitor the land use changes and the program of measuring the level of parking
activity in the commercial areas through the Town’s program of seasonal checks of occupancy,
turnover and duration of stay mix of its customers on parking spaces. In addition, it is necessary
that the parking management team engage in a more formal way in the process of short and
longer term planning of the respective commercial areas.
4. Investigate new parking supply and financing opportunities.
Downtown
While the demand and supply of parking appear to be in balance, in response to input from
customers and businesses, short term parking supply opportunities that need to be examined
more fully are:
 The Study also proposes that consideration be given to the option of reconfiguring
street parking along low volume streets from parallel parking space to 70 degree angled
parking space. The capacity will be increased as a result. It is understood that the
Downtown Transportation and Streetscape Study has this within its scope of
consideration and any change to the use of the street would of course be subject to
critical input from the Engineering and Construction Department. This configuration for
on street parking space is not without precedent in the Town of Oakville (Randall
between Allan and Douglas has angled metered parking space as does Florence Ave just
east of Kerr St).
 Explore joint use developments, provision of parking within the zoning by-law, and
different finance models for the longer term development and sustainment of the
municipal parking system.
Kerr St Village




Feedback from interested parties in the Village pointed to very site specific concerns –
the immediate vicinity of a day care / nursery and elderly care facilities.
In the case of introducing specific time restriction on the use of the on street parking
space immediately in front of these two sites or any other in the Kerr St Village, the
concomitant requirement to enforce that specific time restriction is time and labour
intensive. It is therefore proposed that given the significant amount of private parking
spaces in this commercial area, it seems logical and prudent to encourage these and
other specific sites along Kerr St to arrange for the use of private parking spaces that are
within the immediate vicinity of their sites.
Specific to Kerr St. and Prince Charles where live/work development has occurred, it is
recommended that pay parking be introduced on street to manage the use of this space
and to be consistent in the application of pay parking in the Kerr St Village commercial
area.
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5. Address the permit parking distribution by allocating 20 percent of off-street parking
inventory to this customer type.
Downtown
When necessary, redistribute permit parking customers to the downtown core surface off street
facilities (Lots 2 and 3) to a maximum of 20 percent of inventory. Lot 6A (behind the former Post
Office) also has excess capacity and that space should be marketed to permit parkers. The
Church Street Parkade should continue to offer monthly permits as its full capacity has not been
reached. Although Lot 8 currently sells permits, given the high turnover and occupancy, no
additional permits should be sold thereon. The strategy should include a longer term
discontinuation of monthly permits on Lot 8 as its occupancy grows in serving shorter stay
transient parking demand. The current strategy of providing both on-street and off-street
opportunities for monthly permits behind the Performing Arts/Library complex is a sound
strategy and should continue.
Further, the program of the selling of permit on street parking spaces to commuters should
continue and is a critical part of the parking management strategy. The current areas of on
street parking permits are:





Randall Street – north side between Thomas Street and Navy Street
Randall Street – south side between Reynolds Street and Douglas Avenue
Douglas Avenue – west side between Randall Street and Lakeshore Road East
Water Street – west side running north between Lakeshore Road East and Navy Street

Any potential intensification of the inventory of parking space along these locations could likely
only occur if other than parallel spaces were introduced. The Study requests that as part of
Downtown Oakville - Transportation and Streetscape Study that opportunities for intensification
be investigated.
Kerr St Village
Kerr St Village appears to be self-sufficient in terms of accommodating its longer stay work trip
parking demands. No changes to the inventory of parking permit spaces are warranted at this
time. The town should continue providing monthly parking permit on Lot 12.
Parking Management Strategy
The Study suggests that this allocation of permit space take into account seasonality of parking
demand. The sale of permits might vary throughout the season to maintain an optimal supply of
off-street space for the peak commercial demands. The Study suggests that a feasibility survey
of the possible introduction of on street parking permits in residential areas that surround the
commercial cores (more so in the downtown) be pursued. Recent case studies in Kingston ON
and Halifax NS point to the success in selling such permits to commuters and residents on a
monthly and seasonal basis. The program serves to accommodate those commuters who use
DSorbara Parking & Systems Consulting
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these streets as their parking location during the day (moving their vehicles during the day to
avoid exceeding the time restrictions), as well as serving residents who may wish to park their
vehicle on the street or secure visitor parking.
The Strategy should include a review of the price of the monthly parking permit within the
downtown and Kerr St Village commercial areas. Rational business approach should be
developed to justify their cost. It is proposed that this review be conducted at least every two
years (as is currently the case).
6. Increase time and hourly charges for on street municipal parking service and maintain the
current cost of parking permits for on and off street at their current rates with a review in 3 to
5 years time
Parking Management Strategy
The analysis of parking space use, duration of stay and the impact on the accumulation of
vehicles underscored the impact of exacerbating the parking space deficiency when customers
stay longer and thus do not make those spaces readily available to other shorter stay visitors.
In response to input from the survey, the Study proposes the extension of the time restriction
from current two hour to three hours for on street space in the downtown commercial area.
In order to better reflect the value to the parking system of the on-street space and to ensure
availability of 15 percent of the inventory, the Study proposes an increase in hourly charge from
$1.50 dollar to $2 dollars per hour. Given the current and expected level of use of these critical
spaces, we anticipate that this increase will not be a deterrent to customers.
To begin to motivate customers away from the on street space to the off street the Study
recommends maintaining the current per hour charge on the off street space and time limits to
five hours and retaining the 9 hour existing lots.
The recommended parking rate and time restriction for the downtown municipal parking system
is presented here as Schedule A and time restrictions are illustrated on Schedule B.
Schedule A – Proposed Parking Rates & Time Restrictions
Time Restriction
(refer to Schedule B:
Parking Facility / Area
Rates
Municipal Paid Parking
Proposed Time Limits
map)
Lot 1
$1.50 per hour
5 hours
(No monthly permits
proposed at this
time)
Lot 2
DSorbara Parking & Systems Consulting
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Schedule A – Proposed Parking Rates & Time Restrictions
Time Restriction
(refer to Schedule B:
Parking Facility / Area
Rates
Municipal Paid Parking
Proposed Time Limits
map)
$ 56.50 permit
(proposed – number
not to exceed 20 %
of inventory & can be
seasonal and not
sold in the summer
months and
December)
Lot 3

$1.50 per hour
5 hours
$ 56.50 permit
(proposed – number
not to exceed 20 %
of inventory & can be
seasonal and not
sold in the summer
months and
December)

Lot 5

$1.50 per hour

Lot 6
Lot 6a

$ 56.50 permit
$1.50 per hour
$8.00 max
$ 56.50 permit
$1.50 per hour
$8.00 max
$1.50 per hour
$7.00 max
$56.50 permit
$1.00 per hour
$1.00 per hour
$1.00 per hour
$5.00 max
$33.90 permit
$1.50 per hour
$7.00 max
$33.90 permit
Permit
$1.50 per hour
$1.50 per hour

Lot 7
Lot 8

Lot 10
Lot 11a
Lot 11b

Lot 12 – Washington in
Kerr St Village
Lot 13
Lot 15
Lot 16
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Schedule A – Proposed Parking Rates & Time Restrictions
Time Restriction
(refer to Schedule B:
Parking Facility / Area
Rates
Municipal Paid Parking
Proposed Time Limits
map)
Church St Parkade
$1.50 per hour
16 hours
$24.00 max
2 hours on Level 1
$90.40 permit
On street permit
Water Street permits
$ 33.90
9 hours
(Downtown periphery –
west end)
Douglas Avenue
$ 33.90
9 hours
permits (Downtown
periphery – east end)
Randall St permits
$ 33.90
9 hours
(downtown )
On street customer
Core area on street Pay $2.00 per hour
3 Hours
'n Display & Metered
$6.00 max


Lakeshore Road
East,
 Thomas,
 George,
 Dunn,
 east side
Trafalgar- south
of Lakeshore
Road E
 west side
Reynolds –
south of Church
 Randall Street –
south side west
of Trafalgar
Randall Street – south
side east of Trafalgar
Robinson Street – north
side from Allan Street
to Navy Street
Robinson Street – south
side from Allan Street
to Navy Street
Church Street – both
sides

DSorbara Parking & Systems Consulting
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Schedule A – Proposed Parking Rates & Time Restrictions
Time Restriction
(refer to Schedule B:
Parking Facility / Area
Rates
Municipal Paid Parking
Proposed Time Limits
map)
Allan Street – west side $0.50 per 15 minutes 15 minutes
between Church Street
and Lakeshore Road
East
Navy Street – in front of $0.50 per15 minutes 15 minutes
Central Library &
Oakville Centre
Kerr St Village – on
$1.50 per hour
2 Hours
street inventory
Further as shown on the table above, we recommend that we freeze the cost of on and off
street parking permits at their current level with a review within 3 to 5 years. Those who have
purchased a monthly permit for about 35 dollars actually pay about $0.20 per hour which is not
sustainable in the longer term. Part of this parking management strategy is to monitor these
proposed changes to the rates and time limits shown above within a larger review of parking
permit charges, and hourly and day maximum parking charges on the off street parking
facilities over the next 3 to 5 years.
7. Market the time restriction and the role of on and off street parking space through online
media tools, as well as, colour-code identification system on the pay stations to convey the
notion that parking spaces are meant to be utilized by a number of customers with varying
lengths of stay over the course of the day.
Parking Management Strategy
Proposed implementation of Pay by License Plate on the on and off street parking facilities will
present an opportunity in the short term planning horizon to introduce a "Look and Feel" quality
that would serve to indicate to customers the time restrictions (3 hours, 5 hours etc). This
communication plan needs to be flexible and adaptive to changes that may occur to time
restrictions down the road.
Tied to this action is a suggestion that we market through windshield flyers, newspaper ads, and
on the Town's internet site, reminders of what the intended purpose of on versus off street
parking, namely: shorter stay parking for the on street at a higher cost premium, and longer
stays off street at a lower cost.
8. Maintain the current level of accessible parking spaces; improve signage for on street
accessible spaces and request input from the Accessibility Advisory Committee when
utilization indicates more spaces are required.
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Parking Management Strategy
The current location of the accessible spaces is within acceptable industry guidelines as it
provides sufficient space to accommodate rear loading and off-loading vehicles. Where
utilization indicates that more spaces are required, their location on the street should be
examined on a site by site basis with the input of the Accessibility Advisory Committee.
9. Link to Active Transportation Initiatives.
Parking Management Strategy
Encourage bike parking on municipal parking facilities. Examples of lock-up parking for bikes
were discussed in the community discussions and safety (through lock up devices, and locations
that have high visibility on the street). The scope of the Downtown Oakville - Transportation and
Streetscape Study will also address the inclusion of bike route planning and parking. The parking
management strategy should be explicit in its support for their inclusion in any re-design of
existing on and off street parking facilities.
10. Convert current revenue control system to "Pay by License Plate" Pay and Display unit for
both on and off street facilities throughout the study areas.
Parking Management Strategy
Upgrade the revenue control system from current off-street Pay and Display (with limited
payment options) to License Plate Pay and Display to provide significant flexibility in time
restrictions, payment options, and other promotional coupons. Technology of the License Plate
system will more easily integrate with enforcement ticketing system thus allowing the Town to
move to Administrative Monetary Penalty (AMP) system in the very near future. Such
technology eliminates the need for the customer to return with a purchased ticket to their
parked vehicle and display that ticket on the dashboard. Such technology links to License Plate
Recognition-based enforcement that is timely and efficient.
11. Maintain enforcement fines for parked at expired "meter".
Parking Management Strategy
Encourage the turnover and availability of critical on street parking space maintaining the
current level of enforcement and current fine of $20 for not displaying a purchased ticket on a
vehicle’s dashboard and the current fine of $35 for overstaying on a parking space beyond the
time restriction. The review of enforcement effectiveness is part of the annual capture of
parking activity data.
12. Expand and Explore Communication Themes.
Parking Management Strategy

DSorbara Parking & Systems Consulting
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Continue to explore and expand the use of online e-commerce tools to serve customers –
permit parking renewal; online complaint or comment store, training topics and explanation of
the role of on and off street space, etc. Could the Town post the results of the observations of
occupancy over the course of this study and those to follow in order that customers can see
where there are spaces available over the course of the day - an online occupancy check so
people can plan their parking decision? This would be a mini-scoped version of a portable
parking guidance system that larger urban centres are moving towards. Note that the new GO
Transit Parkade implements a space availability lighting system along with a level by level vacant
parking space digital sign to better direct its customers to a space within that Parkade.
13. Develop a bold way-finding / signage system.
Parking Management Strategy
A signage and way-finding system needs to be developed to help market our spaces. Connect
this process with the study of gateways into and out of the downtown and Kerr St Village. Active
Transportation study should also address this component as well. As part of the heritage study
recently completed in the downtown, can we draw from that look and feel and incorporate it to
our municipal parking signage. Signage on the off-street parking facilities needs to be less
verbose and introduce concepts of time restrictions, cost of parking and service regulations in a
more graphic and consistent manner. We also spoke to using the pay station on the lots as a
community kiosk of information regarding promotions within the study area, notices on time
restrictions and hours of operation, etc. The way-finding and signage system should be the
subject of further study by the Town.
14. Improve pedestrian links to and from municipal off street sites.
Parking Management Strategy
Design guidelines for pedestrian links will form the future strategy specific to re-design of
existing facilities or planned facilities in the future, but should embrace safety (lighting),
pedestrian surface treatment, and signage and operational issues regarding public access.
Within the longer term planning horizon, such design requirements that serve to physically link
the off-street parking resource to the commercial area it supports. In other municipalities
pedestrian link corridor - between buildings that front the commercial street have become the
stage for adaptive commercial use - artists, street animators such as musicians or food vendors.
The physical and the community link between the parking lot and the commercial area are thus
enhanced and unified.
15. Continue to monitor parking activity trends in occupancy of space, duration of stay profiles
and turnover of parking space with the view of improvement and adjustment to parking rates,
time restrictions and the parking system's response to changing land use (demand) conditions
in the short and long term planning horizon.
Parking Management Strategy
DSorbara Parking & Systems Consulting
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Seasonal collection of key parking activity statistics provides an evidence base for policy analysis
and strategy formulation. As is the practice in the Town of Oakville, continue to collect key
performance indices and evaluate current and planned policy changes in the strategy.
One of the outcomes of the monitoring program is to evaluate the proposed changes in the
operations, specifically with the increase in hourly charge for the on street in the downtown as
well as the increase in the time limit from 2 hours to 3 hours. As part of the medium range
planning horizon we propose that the monitoring program provide evidence to inform:
 Review of the current parking rates for permits
 Review of time restrictions for the off street parking facilities, and the
 Review of transient rates charged on the off street parking facilities.
It is necessary to maintain timely data that are responsive to demands for operational reviews
over the course of life cycle of this parking management strategy.

16. Evaluate the extension of pay parking periods from 6 pm to 9 pm Monday to Saturday in both
study areas as well as extending pay parking services on Sundays.
Parking Management Strategy
Engage stakeholders in a discussion of the extension of business hours of the parking system to
reflect its importance as a business to each study area. While enforcement costs would increase,
the policy analysis should focus on managing municipal parking space to adequately provide a
service to the customer in a consistent manner where daytime commercial establishments are
not shouldering the entire cost of the parking system. Both evening and daytime commercial
establishments benefit from the parking system and should therefore be rational and equitable
to share in its value to the customer through a flat-rate charge for its use in the evening. The
extension of pay parking periods into the evening hours can be piloted on Thursdays to
Saturdays for example. The details of the program should be discussed with the commercial
areas' stakeholders. The follow-up parking activity surveys would serve to provide evidence for
the evaluation of the program.

DSorbara Parking & Systems Consulting
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Schedule B: Municipal Paid Parking Proposed Time Limits (2013)

Overall Approach to the Commercial Parking Study
The primary tasks of the study are: Parking Demand Analysis, Parking Supply Response1 [to the demand]
and the Market Potential Identification [opportunities for change, for growth]. The results of these three
tasks feed into this report: Parking Management Strategy which forms the final stage.
Parking Demand Analysis was the subject of Technical Report A, while the Parking Supply Response was
discussed in Technical Report B. The results of the Market Potential Identification was dicussed in
Technical Report C. In Technical Report C , analysis was presented to determine the adequacy of parking
supply in meeting current and future demand; analysis of the strengths, weaknesses and more
The concept of parking supply response surveys is synonymous with the terms: parking utilization studies, Licence plate surveys,
turnover and duration of stay surveys.
1

DSorbara Parking & Systems Consulting
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importantly the service opportunities that may be worth pursuing. It is critical to keep in mind that the
results of the analysis presented therein poses possibilities and potential changes. This report draws
largely from those technical reports but especially from Technical Report C.

Scope of the Commercial Parking Study
Guided by your requirements in the Proposal Call, we provide you herein with a summary of the
evidence, and direction that inform and support future initiatives related to the public parking system in
downtown and Kerr St Village commercial areas in the Town of Oakville. Specifically, we were instructed
to deliver our advice, observations and analysis of the following:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

Assemble, review and analyze all relevant background data, existing studies, surveys and information for
the study areas.
Complete field surveys to document and obtain an understanding of current public and private parking
characteristics in the study areas.
Specific outputs from field surveys to include:
a. Inventory of current public and private parking spaces within the survey areas, by facility type
and by zones.
b. Observed parking utilization and duration by location throughout the survey area described by
day of the week and time of day. Each parking location to be survey on half hour intervals to
determine duration of stay as per categories shown on page 7 of the Proposal.
c. Illegally parked vehicles will be noted separately, along with any other applicable observations.
d. The inventory, utilization and duration of designated accessible parking spaces in the study areas.
e. Tables and figures to summarize the survey findings.
f. Tables and figures to compare current survey findings with results of previous survey findings,
identifying both trends and changes.
g. Graphical and mapping displays of the survey findings.
Complete a customer and business employee surveys to establish the origins of the parked vehicles and
the user characteristics related to parking needs, demand and employment.
Analyze and translate the current demand characteristics into supply targets (minimum and desirable
levels of parking supply) including:
a. Recommending the philosophies to be applied for the provision of parking in the two study areas.
b. Recommending suitable levels of service (i.e. demand/supply ratios).
c. Required number of long term parking spaces by location in each study area.
d. Required number of short term spaces by permitted duration of stay (2 hours, 3 hours, etc.) by
location.
Assess the adequacy of the current parking supply to accommodate the demand in accordance with the
recommended supply targets including:
a. Identifying any deficiencies in the supply of long and short term parking.
b. Identifying possible alternative allocation of parking supply to address any deficiencies.
c. Identifying changes to enforcement levels and practices to improve parking supply and turnover.
d. Special event practices.
Develop a forecast of future parking demands (2013-2023) based upon:
a. Land use changes (new development)
b. Changes in travel behaviour

DSorbara Parking & Systems Consulting
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c. Policy changes (e.g. incentives for transit use)
Develop options to address future parking supply requirements (2013-202[4]3) and assess their
justification, feasibility, impacts and optimal timing for implementations, including:
a. Additional on-street parking and their locations, including the neighbouring residential streets.
b. Additional off-street surface parking lots and their locations.
c. Possible new parking garage structure and its locations.
d. Changes to the type and level of enforcement.
9. Assess the current parking rates, fees, fines, durations and hours of operations and make
recommendations for the forecast taking into account the projected changes in inventory and demand,
including:
a. Hourly and daily parking rates.
b. Consideration for higher parking rates in prime parking locations (specifically, Lakeshore Road
East).
c. Monthly parking fees.
d. Parking Fines.
e. Maximum duration of parking by location.
f. Consideration for extending current 2 hour parking limits to 3 or 4 hours.
g. Hours of operations.
h. Consideration for extending hours of operation beyond 6 pm and on Sundays.
10. Review current on-street Pay and Display program and practices and provide recommendation on how it
could be expanded or modified.
11. Assess current delivery and loading zone practices and provide recommendations and options for
improvement.
8.

Schedule 1 attached to this report serves to define the geographic and business boundaries of the
Parking Study Area.

DSorbara Parking & Systems Consulting
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Summary of Results
Parking Demand2
The key results that are important as indicated in our Technical Report A
are as follows:
Physical Environment
The graphic here serves to provide the framework for the study area
process and the analysis.











2

 Spoke of the land uses that attract customers and employees to
the study areas and emphasized the interplay of trip destinations with
one or more stores or offices in the area; we pointed out the impact that
multiple destinations has on parking space demand, duration of stay and
in choosing where people want to park.
 Nature and extent of land uses in both study areas has not grown
or changed substantially over the past five years;
 Downtown carparks are in theory very proximate to the key
sources of short stay parking demand requirement;
Special uses such as the Performing Arts (also referred to as Oakville Centre), Library and
recreation uses provide a source of specific parking demand that typically attract demands offpeak periods of the day;
Both study areas are pedestrian in their scale which serves to enhance the importance of signing
municipal parking facilities so they are part of the urban landscape;
Community driven visions of downtown and Kerr St Village point to intensification of
development with residential as a more primary land use; Kerr St Village - given its property
ownership and size of properties seems to be more supportive of larger-scale mixed use
development;
Downtown re-development appears to be infill commercial, intensifying residential and
live/work uses; heritage properties provide opportunities for adaptive land uses within the shell
of historical facades; adds to the sense of place and provides a clear and tangible branding for
the downtown;
We learned that unlike power centres, or traditional shopping malls, specialty shopping, unique
pedestrian environment and social interactive opportunities all serve to draw multi-destined
trips of varying lengths of stay, significant variation of parking demand over the course of the
day and night that means the parking service needs to accommodate a very broad market with
varying levels of convenience, income and cost sensitivity;
Vitality of the commercial areas: turnover of commercial establishments is not high; vacancy
rates around 7 to 10 percent; require some input from respective BIAs with respect to enquiries
regarding space – what kind of uses are showing interest in setting up;

Complete details of the results are stored in Technical Report A – Parking Demand Analysis.
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Specialty uses (food, bike shops, maternity shops) contribute to the attraction of a wider
regional market – a market that may not be used to the concept of searching for parking and
paying for it;
Potential new projects such as the Cultural Centre (new Performing Arts, Centennial Square
Feasibility Study), upgrade to Town Square in the downtown; significant multi-use commercial
and residential development north of Speers Rd, will all have some impact on the parking supply
strategy.

Trip Characteristics






We discussed the impact of a number of trip characteristics on parking
demand quantity and when that demand occurs (as shown on the graphic):
 The type of land use (retail, office, restaurant, and services, etc);
surveys indicated that trips to personal services comprised 55% of the
primary trip purpose;
 Each land use may peak at different times of the day; days of the
week; months of the year; surveys indicated that 75% of visitors to the
downtown came at least once a week; forms a stable market base and
communication target group to discuss parking system;
 Observed work trip parking demand is impacted by:
o Compressed work week,
o Holidays,
o Absenteeism,
o Work from home, and those who
o Leave the work place during the day as part of the work.
 Each land use may attract volume of traffic that is already parked in
the area for other purposes – in other words, there is an element of
“market synergy”; surveys indicated that between 8 and 14 percent of commercial area visits
originate from within the study area itself;
15% and 21% of the workers surveyed park for free in the Kerr St Village and downtown
respectively; more typically is 50% as most would park in laneways behind their own store or
office;
The effect of parking once and having multiple places to visit; surveys indicated that customers
in the downtown on average visit 3 to 4 destinations per trip, while Kerr St Village customers
indicated 2.1 destinations per trip;
Typically the average time spent in the downtown by visitors is 1 to 1.5 hours but 38% stayed
longer than two hours, while Kerr St Village visitors typically spend closer to 1 hour with 24%
staying longer that two hours; and,
Both study areas show that 1 to 1.5 hours of duration allows customers enough time to visit the
broadest number of stores, offices and personal services, however, as illustrated by the
customer experience survey results it is a key concern.
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Attraction of Parking Supply
This task served to evaluate how the current parking supply serves the
demand for parking in terms of its location to the demand, and how well
that parking supply is physically or visually connected to where the demand
is located. The Study discussed the potential impacts of not finding a
convenient parking space:



 Parking illegally and taking a chance that they will not be caught by
enforcement officers;
 Choosing to park in free un-regulated areas of the downtown;
 Choosing to park on spaces that are offered by business owners on
site;
 Choosing not to pay for the use of parking space that is perceived to
be inconvenient relative to trip destination or purpose;
 Increasing the traffic in the area due to motorists circulating the
transportation network looking for parking space;
 Increasing the stress related to finding that perfect parking space;
Lowering the customer experience with driving to either study area for other-than-necessary
trip purposes

The salient findings of how well the current parking supply attracts the parking demand of varying
lengths of stay are as follows:










On average, Downtown visitors served by parking space within 2 to 3 minutes of primary
destination;
90% of Kerr St Village visitors served by parking space within 2 to 3 minutes of primary
destination;
Most view finding an available parking space on the street as their main determinant of whether
parking is convenient or not;
Need to account for the difference between demand for parking and demand for parking within
a convenient distance from one’s primary destination;
Walking distance impacts the process of selection of the parking product, and serves to form the
notion that parking supply is either over- or under-supplied in an area;
Parking space system is challenged by the physical environment – geometry of site, traffic
circulation and cost of development and operation;
Level of service measured by time it takes to find a parking space indicates a high level of service
but opinion seemed to be centered on the search time for a parking space on the street and not
off-street;
We talked about the number of factors that impacts the selection of a parking space and in turn
the impact on level of service, and the sense of convenience;
Think of the “theatre” analogy when it comes to front-row seats, cost or value of those frontrow seats and the notion of limited number of front-row seats that are available;
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Role of pedestrian links to commercial street – pathways connecting off-street parking to the
commercial that it supports; opportunities for
commercial activity “along the path”
(Drummondville Historic Area in Niagara Falls
Value of Permit Parking
ON); negative impact of stairs, and elevation
from off-street lots behind the Performing
Permits are sold to individuals at a
Arts/Library/Swimming Pool; and,
substantial discount or subsidy. For
example:
Again the role of on-street and off-street parking
products needs to be highlighted and perhaps

Assume 90 dollars a permit.

On average there are 22
more visual branding needs to be done to convey
business days a month which
their respective service – surveys indicated that
means that the daily cost to
63% of visitors to the downtown find parking onthe permit holder is $4.09per
day
street; Kerr St Village visitors have but one

Average duration of stay per
municipal off-street facility and thus 81% find
day is say 8 hours
parking on-street – 25% of these on-street users

Average cost of permit per
hour parked then is $.51per
find free and uncontrolled on-street space.
hour.
Important to walking distance are these factors
From a business point of view, the selling
that influence where employers and their
of this one parking space to a permit
employees park their vehicle during the day:
holder presents a lost revenue
o Reasonable price and the acceptance
opportunity.
that parking in the downtown has a
Consider the following:
monetary value;

On average, a parking space
o Relationship of cost of parking and the
made available to a short stay
distance to and from their destination
shopper or business visitor
(again the theory is this: I would balance
attracts between 4 and 6
different customers (vehicles)
cheaper parking rates against longer
a day – concept of turnover of
walking distance);
parking space.
o Availability of private space either on-site

On average, a parking space
made available to a short stay
or in a shared private off-street lot;
shopper or business visitor
o Selection and my requirement for workoccupies the parking space for
about 90 minutes to two
related parking space very close to my
hours (assuming this is an offplace of employment is directly related
street parking space)
to the type of work that I do during the

Assume one (1) dollar per
hour, this means that on
day (I may require my vehicle to load and
average on short stay parking
unload consumer goods, for example).
space generates between $6
and $12 compared to $1.36
per day for a permit space
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Parking Operations
 Unintended impacts of free parking programs are: increase traffic on residential streets;
increase in congestion as a result of motorists circulating to find the free
parking areas;
 Grace periods & enforcement of time restrictions discussed in
terms of the actual goal: compliance;
 Significant research done to show the unintended impact of
increasing time limits on the on-street supply; If parking space does not
become available as intended through higher turnover, then, average and
peak occupancies of these limited spaces increase dramatically; higher
occupancies means customers are circulating looking for vacant spaces,
this leads to more congestion, more frustration and for parking managers a
condition that requires increasing parking charge in order to detract the
longer stay visitor or worker from the on-street to perhaps the off-street
space;
 Example of impact of overstaying on Lakeshore demonstrated the
following:
o If everyone stays 15 minutes longer on the Lakeshore
spaces, the impact would result in a peak use requirement of slightly over 7 percent
over current level (150 spaces), and the average occupancy throughout the day would
increase some 22% from a current 61% of capacity;
o if everyone stays 30 minutes longer, the peak use jumps to 175 spaces (123 space
capacity) and the average occupancy of space would increase by 42% over current level
(that is from 76 vehicles to 108 vehicles);
o And finally, the worst case scenario shows that the average occupancy of space would
nearly double from current levels and the peak use demand would increase by roughly
33 percent if vehicles stayed for another hour.
 Drawn from consultants’ experiences and based on customer comments one key element that
serves to focus attention is the issue of parking enforcement. The measured current level of
enforcement was between 18 to 25 percent of the actual number of violators were being
captured.
 We spoke of the need to provide rationale for parking enforcement through the municipal
internet site. Regular enforcement officer patrols are necessary for the following reasons:
 To deter and discourage abuse by motorists that over-stay the time limits or refuse to pay
the metered rate;
 To improve pedestrian safety (i.e. vehicles parking on sidewalks or creating obstacles or
blocking intersections);
 To promote community safety by ticketing vehicles parking illegally near fire hydrants, fire
routes or stalls reserved for motorists with disabilities, generally prohibited uses of parking
space; and,
 To ensure the efficient delivery and exchange of goods and services to businesses by
enforcing loading zones.
 As we discussed in the background technical reports, there are only so many on street
spaces available and overstaying will severely impair their capability of becoming available
to serve the short stay customer. However we did point out that we needed to place a new
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value (cost) to these critical parking resources. The higher charges would be offset by
increased time allowed on street by hopefully a push to the market acceptance of the off
street space to service the two hour and more customers. It becomes crucial to the parking
management strategy that the market distinction between the on street and off street
space is made clear to our customers.
Over-use of metered space on Lakeshore Rd E and West impacts the volume of traffic on
residential and side streets by those customers who are forced to circulate the commercial
areas to find available parking space. As pointed out a number of times in the technical
reports, the role of the off-street parking resource as an attraction to longer stay customers
needs to be advertised and properly priced in order to draw customers to it.
In the course of our investigation and scan of other municipalities, we found that the
current rate of fine for overstaying on a parking space ($35) is typical for communities of
Oakville’s size and as such is an effective deterrent. The analysis and demonstration of
“rolling-the-dice” served to show that you either increase the frequency of enforcement or
you increase the value of the fine.

Customer Experience
The total response for the entire study is shown in the table below and is
considered to be a reasonably good response rate for the downtown but
not for the Kerr St Village. The following salient strengths, weaknesses
and opportunities emerged from this input from worker and customers.
For clarity in the analysis, their input was classified under the sub sections
shown.

Table 1: Number of Responses from Online
Surveys
Study Area

Employer

Employee

Visitors

Downtown
Kerr St
Village

40

54

338

5

12

40

Operations


Enforcement is too aggressive –granting a grace period.



On-street parking’s time restrictions a source of major concern. Lakeshore’s 2 hours draws the
greatest attention from the perspective of our employers in the survey.



Consider the lifting of the overnight parking ban – special concern of restaurant and bar owners
(safety).
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Programs


Introduce grace periods on the on-street. In essence this becomes 30 to 60 minutes of free
parking program.



Broaden coupons through the technology of Pay and Display units that can now accept such.

Planning & Physical Infrastructure



Pavement condition of the off-street sites & snow clearing & lighting
Enhance walkway or paths to/from lots.



Planning – live/work urban form under-supplied causing spill over.



Fear of possible relocation of businesses due (in part) to parking supply deficiency.



Intensify the on-street parking space capacity through angle parking where possible.



Improve and clarify the signage on the off-street lots; color code time restrictions; upgrade the
revenue control units.



Increase the inventory for on-street accessibility stalls.

Value of Service




Broaden the payment options on the off-street facilities.
Paint the stalls on the on-street spaces to control parking behaviour.
Consider free parking on weekends.

Service Scope – Opportunities


Requirement to rationalize the roles of on-street and off-street parking space.



Expand the monthly parking permit.



Expand the payment options on the Pay and Display units on the off-street facilities.



Market the Parkade and its unrestricted time restriction as an alternative to the street space.



Begin to expand parking service for bikes, electric vehicles

Safety



Lighting on pedestrian paths to and from lots should be evaluated.
Surface lot pavement conditions should be evaluated and acted upon for safety.

Site Specific


Specific reference to Oakville Parent Centre on Kerr St – pickup and drop-off desires a very site
specific solution with respect to on-street time restrictions.
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Request to allow pickup and drop-off area in front of the Medical Center on Lakeshore Rd in the
downtown and elsewhere.

The input of our customers to the definition of current weaknesses, strengths and potential
improvement areas was invaluable. The primary areas of concern are related to parking time restrictions,
safety and way-finding. These areas of concern played a major role in our definition of areas of
improvement, customer education and long term planning of the parking service. We duly noted that
deficiency in terms of parking space supply was not an overwhelming or recurring theme. Drawn from
Technical Report A, the following table serves to highlight what our customers felt about various
components of the current parking service.

Performance
Parameter
Accessible
stalls on
surface lots
Accessible
stalls on the
street
Snow-clearing
Pedestrian
walkways
Signage on
parking
facilities
Signage on the
streets
Pay and
Display units
Lighting/Safety
on lots
Physical
condition of
the lots
Range of
payment
methods
Parking meter
operation

Table 2: Summary of Ratings
- Higher the rating the higher the level of satisfaction (RED) –
- Lower the rating the lower the level of satisfaction (Bolded) –
- Ratings: 5 = Excellent 3= Adequate and 1 = Unacceptable Kerr –
Downtown– Kerr –
Downtown
Kerr –
Employee
Employee
Employer
– Employer Visitors

Downtown
– Visitors

4.25

3.47

2.6

3.35

2.00

2.04
(number)

3.50

3.21

2.7

3.17

2.00

2.18
(location)

4.25

4.21

2.8

3.29

1.90

2.59

4.25

4.16

3.3

3.70

2.60

2.90

4.00

3.70

2.9

3.36

3.15

2.91

3.75

3.49

3.1

3.30

2.95

2.93

3.75

3.78

2.9

4.04

3.10

3.14

1.75

4.00

2.9

3.65

2.95

3.01

2.75

4.45

3.2

3.96

3.00

3.45

3.50

3.49

2.8

4.04

(covered
above)

(covered
above)

(N/A

3.50

(N/A)

3.95

3.35

3.21
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It became clear that there is a real opportunity to market the public parking service in
Oakville. We spoke to areas where rationale for operations, service levels and the rationale
behind user pay parking can be explained to customers. We floated the notion of online
media to deliver the message to a wider audience. Critical message -among many- to deliver
is the role of various parking space products – on street and off street – and the rationale for
having time restrictions on some products.
As is common in such customer experience surveys, the issue of the cost of parking is raised
– specifically as a deterrent to shop in the downtown or Kerr St Village. We provided
research and our experience in the valuation of the cost of free parking. In summary:
o Requires more control of time limits and cost.
o When free or inexpensive — as in many cities — demand exceeds supply, and people
spend time and fuel cruising for scarce spaces.
o Cheap street parking thus increases congestion by encouraging people to drive rather
than walk, pedal or take public transit.
o “The cost of all parking spaces in the U.S. exceeds the value of all cars and may even
exceed the value of all roads. Parking costs billions of dollars a year.”- Donald Shoup,
UCLA, Prof. of Planning & Economics
o Free parking – even at suburban malls – is not free. That cost is incorporated in tenant’s
lease and reflected in the cost of goods and services sold to customers.

Parking Supply Response to the Demand
As directed within the Proposal call, we selected a Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and a Saturday within in
the downtown. Parking supply response surveys were conducted between October 13th 2012 and
November 22nd 2012 in the downtown, while as instructed two surveys days Friday November 2nd and
Saturday November 3rd 2012 were done in the Kerr St Village commercial area. The task objective was to
examine the parking activity, and we conducted license plate turnover/duration of stay surveys from
9:00 am to about 8:30 pm each sample survey day.
The primary data gathering instrument used in the collection of parking supply response data was a
license plate survey. We chose the application of a LPR [License Plate Recognition] mobile solution. It is
somewhat of a unique technological approach to the capture of the parking space utilization data.
Digital cameras mounted on a vehicle and customized recording software captures, interprets, and
stores the arrival time, departure time and location of each vehicle within each Study Area.
Each survey day provided data related to the use of parking supply within the study areas. License plate
surveys require that plate numbers be recorded at a regular interval along specified routes throughout
the downtown. In this way, estimates of parking accumulation and duration of stay of each parker
within the downtown can be measured. Three diagnostic measures were used in order to relate parking
supply to parking demand generated in our study areas. These diagnostic measures are:




Volume of parkers (see Schedules for details);
Duration of stay or the customer mix , and;
Occupancy of space at critical times of the day.
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Table 3 provides a key performance statistics for key parking areas in the downtown core. The “Rating”
shown on the Table was derived as follows:
 Seven hours of survey divided by the observed average duration of stay = theoretical
turnover; then,
 The observed average turnover was divided by this theoretical turnover.
In theory, the higher the rating value, the closer to maximum performance of the parking space type. As
shown here, the downtown parking facilities have capacity to attract more customers without having to
increase the number of parking spaces.

TABLE 3: Summary of Performance Rating of Downtown
Municipal Facilities
Parking
Space Type
Accessible

Tuesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

14

28

19

23

Off-street

48

63

63

42

On-street

41

71

44

44

Grand Total

46

66

53

43

Note 1 – Data is derived directly from our survey dates (Oct – Nov 2012)
Note 2 – “Rating” was derived from 7 hours of survey/average duration of stay = theoretical turnover; then
the observed average turnover was divided by this theoretical turnover.

The results of applying the same approach to the Kerr St Village municipal parking facilities are shown on
Table 4. The on street parking space is approaching an optimal level of use. The area as detailed in the
technical reports, may be behaving in an optimal manner but the level of parking demand is not intense
enough to produce the signs of a parking supply deficiency – over capacity use, very high magnitude of
illegal parking, and significant time spent by customers in finding a vacant parking space.

TABLE 4: Summary of Performance Rating of Kerr St Village
Municipal Facilities
Parking Space
Friday
Saturday
Type
Off-street

48

42

On-street
Grand Total

90

66

86

66

Note 1 – Data is derived directly from our survey dates ( Nov 2012)
Note 2 – “Rating” was derived from 7 hours of survey/average duration of stay = theoretical turnover; then
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the observed average turnover was divided by this theoretical turnover.

Emerging from this survey evidence base was a set of metrics or indicators that helped to inform the
parking strategy. Technical Report B has more detailed discussion but here is an overview of some of the
results:
 Accumulation Shape of Curve – we spoke of a single peaked condition versus a double-peak and
sustained period of high occupancy. We found the former shape of accumulation, that is, there
is only one peak point – generally between 13:00 to 14:00 hours – and that peak activity does
not last for more that 15 to 30 minute overall in either study area but we acknowledge that onstreet space along Lakeshore is intense over the course of the noon and early afternoon periods.
 Periods of Intensity – we spoke of the number of consecutive observations that we found
parking space occupancy of over 85 percent of the inventory as an indicator of potentially
turning customers away. We found local cells of such a condition, but not consistent or chronic
occurrences of intensity.
 Turnover – we spoke of the indication of a possible imbalance of parking supply and demand
where areas exhibited very high turnover (6.0 and above) and queuing for parking space for on
and off street space. We detailed in Technical Report B that the order of magnitude of turnover
in the downtown and Kerr St Village was more within the moderate range in most of the core
blocks.
 Customer Mix, Match to Demand – We did find a significant amount of overstaying on metered
space. We spoke of the impact that overstaying has on accumulation and thus availability of
parking space (using Lakeshore Rd E as an example). This metric provided the evidence to
promote a change in operations not in the level of supply. Several initiatives are specific to the
time restriction current to our parking system.
 Location seems good but performance not realized – We pointed out the major concern of ours
that while certain parking facilities were well within the high level of convenience (walking
distance) and very attractive in terms of cost and value of parking and some key off street
facilities were not well used. Lots 2 and 3, in particular served to demonstrate these sites are
ideally located, but suffer from a lack of pedestrian connection to the commercial core and lack
of clear signage that does not direct traffic to its service. In fact in large measure our initiatives
support a proposed marketing campaign to address the role of the off street in its service of
customers who have greater than one hour in duration. We spoke to the proposal of allowing
flexible time limits on the off street that can position these spaces as key to longer stay visits to
the downtown study area in particular
 Existing patterns of use subject to change due to physical or market dynamics – significant
effort in determining the impacts due to library and Performing Arts re-building activity or reintroduction. While change to customer duration of stay, volume will occur, we proposed that
the centre core may be a center of focus for expansion of the municipal parking service in the
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longer term planning horizon. We spoke of the west end of the core as a “gateway” to the
downtown and that parking space located there would serve to provide service to customers
without having them travel through the core and add to the congestion. We proposed the
development of a series of way-finding and space-finding systems that could be developed in
the longer term that would help direct visitors (especially the key tourist category) to off street
parking spaces.
 Parking space distribution not matching implied level of service (walking distance) and value
of parking – in reference to permit parking, we are promoting the notion that we can reintroduce the sale of permits on each of our off street parking facilities (we suggested 20
percent of current lot capacity). We also underscored that the value of the permit should in
theory reflect the market cost. As a direct result of the input we received through the postcard
survey, internet survey, we recommend a wider distribution of permit spaces on each of the
core facilities, but to a limit of 20 percent of capacity. We also emphasized that level of permit
space is part of a flexible process and can be evaluated each season. We discussed in our
presentations that we could allow the number of permits to reflect the seasons – that is, in
summer months when significant customer parking is more critical, we can reduce that number
on Lots 2 and 3 for example. The key ingredient here is to market the space to match the rhythm
of parking demand type. This kind of response is part of the approach to parking management
that we encourage the Town of Oakville to embrace.
Within this framework of investigation, there are tweaks to the current system that should be pursued.
The evidence does not support that there is currently a major parking space deficiency in the core. We
did however want to provide a picture of where the demand was being generated in the core and that
picture would serve to provide areas of focus.
Distribution of Current and Future Vehicle Trips
We developed a model that served us as a tool to generate the number of peak hour trips and their
spatial distribution to each block given land use activity type and quantity. The computer model that
was designed specifically to integrate the following factors:







the quantity of land use by type and distributed over each block in the Study Area;
the employee parking demand as computed by multiplying the employee parking ratios by land
use type (Technical Report A) and the quantity of land use by type and by block;
the visitor parking demand as computed by multiplying the visitor parking ratios by land use
type ( Technical Report A) and the quantity of land use by type and by block;
the employee and visitor parking demand by block was distributed to parking supply that is
found within the evidence walking distance market area;
the distributed parking demand was then compared to current parking supply on each block and;
Then focus our attention in terms of market opportunities both now and in the future.
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As discussed in both Technical Report A and C, no concrete details are currently available with respect to
new developments. The discussion in those reports centered on supply opportunities that arise from
trends in supply, trends in demand and trends related to making more optimal use of existing inventory.
The spatial extent of the shorter stay trips attracted to these blocks is broader than that coverage
exhibited by the longer stay trips. The implied functional requirement then is clearly that the shorter
stay customer requires more localized parking supply to meet its demands of convenience (in terms of
walking distance to and from destination). As is the norm with longer stay trips, because the duration of
stay is significantly longer, and the relative cost of longer stay parking in the form of monthly parking
permits is so inexpensive, the walking distances are and should be longer. Blocks that generate the
most trips as determined by our model provide no surprises. The stage whereupon parking demand and
supply interact may experience a number of changes that will impact the range, the type and the extent
of parking demand and supply. Throughout the course of this study a number of known impacts and
some that may or may not happen have been raised by the Study Team. This key section of our report
serves to present a number of plausible change scenarios and their potential impact on the balance of
parking demand and supply.
The Agents of Change - Downtown
Here are the factors that we know impact directly the balance of parking supply and demand:





Changes in the future level of occupancy of current stock of land uses in the downtown;
Changes as an outcome of the community based "visions" process in the Kerr St Village;
Changes in the future parking demand due to the oncoming re-developments or new
developments in the core and the potential physical loss of existing public parking supply;
Changes in the future magnitude, pattern and customer profile of parking demand due to
potential changes in operations and potential implementation of different parking revenue
control.

Scenarios Derived from Occupancy of Current Stock of Land Use
An estimate of current level of commercial vacancy in the study areas was drawn from our own field
survey, as well as input from local commercial realtors who better understand the commercial market in
Oakville. The current commercial vacancy rate is 7 to 10 percent vacancy in the downtown. From our
own experience and that of the realtors this range is typical for downtowns of this size. In fact given the
recent (and continuing) downturn in the economic state, this level of vacancy is considered as
remarkable. Given this level and the fact that we would normally expect at least 5 to 10 percent
vacancy, we are not going to assume or generate a scenario that reflects full occupancy of existing
commercial stock. 3

In other downtown parking studies that this consultant has done, scenarios have been developed to generate the demand that comes
from the filling up of vacant space. The 7 to 10 percent current level however, reflects optimal conditions and thus no additional
demand is foreseen.
3
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Scenarios Derived from New or Redevelopments
Town staff provided details on some new developments in the downtown core. The obvious one is
currently under consideration – Library/Performing Arts Centre renewal for example. Library, the
Performing Arts Centre and the public swimming pool bring a significant number of people to the
downtown and at various times of the day; research and evidence here in Oakville is that upwards of
235 to 470 peak parking spaces are required to serve a full house performance at the Performing Arts;
coupled with the Library’s activities and recreational and instructional swim classes (lessons and fitness)
on the same block points to significant influx of people before and after matinee events. The volume of
trips, their propensity for multi-destinations before and after performances and the regional draw of the
Performing Arts use serves to provide a sustaining market for parking service. The existing cultural
complex provides an important illustration of the necessity to develop through street signage and site
design of parking facilities the sense of visual connection of parking to the centre of activity. The surface
Lots 10 and 11 behind the complex are not apparent to many visitors – many of whom drive in from
outside of Oakville.
Several current municipal parking sites –Lots 6 and 6A, Lots 10 & 11A and 11B – have been raised as
potential re-developments in connection with the aforementioned cultural re-development. In the
longer term – 6 to 10 years hence, these sites should be considered as prime re-development ones. The
displacement of these critical spaces will impact the delivery of a high level of customer service in the
core obviously. There were discussions centered on an interim solution should these lots be so
developed
This study does not create the new development sites in the study areas. Longer term developments,
the vision of the downtown and Kerr St Village in that longer term and insights to the sites that may
begin to appear in the downtown are subject to the Planning and Development Department.
The analysis and discussion of the future state of parking demand and supply provides these conclusions:




The spatial focus of immediate term is narrow and confined largely to current blocks that have
municipal public parking. What does this imply? We think it means that given the very high level
of service as measured by walking distance and time spent looking for parking, that
opportunities to provide parking beyond that implied level of service are few. The direction then
is clear to us:
o we need to make better use of existing facilities in our marketplace;
o we need to develop a strategy that makes it evident that parking beyond the observed
walking distances will be rewarded with a cost savings to the consumer; and,
o We need to secure current locations of municipal parking.
High level of service will act as a barrier to any strategy of consolidation of parking sites to a
broader downtown serving multi-tiered parking structure in the longer term. Short walking
distances do not provide the market evidence and behaviour that is supportive of provision of
decked parking facilities whose intent is to consolidate existing parking spaces from individual
parking sites to a collective site.
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That approach relies on making the best use of the existing inventory. We have been saying that if we
want to deliver to the Town of Oakville a sustainable municipal parking strategy then making the best
use of existing resources is critical. We have also been stressing that a new initiative that the
municipality needs to embrace is to secure its parking assets through joint ownership of key sites – sites
that are in themselves key commercial opportunities. This partnership between private owner and the
municipality serves the purpose of securing longer term assets while enriching the commercial/mixed
use fabric of the downtown.
We believe that a prudent strategy would be to make the best use of existing parking supply assets; to
more firmly secure those assets; and to continue to provide information to our customer base that
explains the marketing strategy behind on and off street parking space.

Summary of Market Opportunities, Initiatives and Remedies
Technical Report C provided an analysis of strengths, weaknesses or deficiencies and discussed a range
of potential and plausible opportunities to remedy the weaknesses and to sustain the strengths of the
current and future parking system.
That discussion looked at these parameters:







Current parking demand in downtown and Kerr St Village;
Future parking demand in the downtown and Kerr St Village;
Current parking supply;
Customer experience - input from online survey instruments including ranking of
options/remedies;
Parking time restrictions and other operational parameters; and
Current and future performance of the parking supply.

Please refer to pages 5 to 33 of Technical Report C for the full discussion. The results of discussion
provided empirical and consultant support to the remedies and options shown in the Recommendations
section of this Report.
Drawn from the various sources of input the table below presents the set of emerging issues and
concerns followed by a discussion of initiatives, and support data. The tables presented here are the
same tables presented at the public information sessions.
Emerging Issue/Concerns
1.0 Signage – Connecting
the Service to the Customer

Initiatives/Remedies
•
•
•

DSorbara Parking & Systems Consulting

Gateway signage (Church St, Robinson & Lakeshore)
Definition of place (giving Lots a name)
Site Address signage (historical character; graphical
language to express time restrictions if applicable &
informational community map “You are here” type of
service)
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Emerging Issue/Concerns

Initiatives/Remedies
•

•

2.0 Operations

•
•
•
•
•

2.1 Operations – Assess
time restrictions on
Lakeshore Rd E & other
streets

•

•

•

Longer term signage to indicate parking space availability
to the customer at the gateway locations – real-time
digital board to show available number of spaces on
various carparks along Church and Robinson; serves as a
customer service measure but also as an environmental
support initiative in that parking space search time is
reduced when customers know where the space is
available
Mitigating behavioral characteristic of how users search
for vacant parking spaces – in our presentations we had
discussed the condor and the owl approach

Rapid changes in payment technologies
Pay by License technology (customer does not have to
return to their vehicle to place the purchased ticket)
Newer revenue collection technology also results in cost
savings in enforcement through the technology
Pay by Phone (top up time purchased through cell phone
based account)
Automated parking access and revenue control systems
in any new structures
Impacts parking occupancy and availability [less
turnover]; if desirable the time restriction on the onstreet should change but industry suggests raise the
parking charges to match convenience & to ensure that
some vacant space is made always available – through
the pricing mechanism
Communicate role of enforcement requirement
(compliance is the goal as it is cheaper to sustain; the
fundamental business underpinning is to maintain high
turnover so you have to force customers not to sit there
all day – if they so desire however we need to acquaint
them with the off-street parking products in the area)
Relationship to cost of parking (industry suggests that
time restrictions and their enforcement should be tied to
the cost of parking – higher costs will drive those with
longer durations of stay to off-street facilities)

Signage:
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Signage system can be expensive but is key to the marketing program of any municipal parking
system; Gateway and Lot signs can have the value-added effect of adding to the image of the
study area;
Signage and information system also supports the critical need to have business owners and
customers alike look beyond the on-street parking space in front of their shops and destinations;
the communication system serves to “sell” the use and positive role that the off-street parking
space plays in a commercial area;
Time restrictions and enforcement: there is a trade-off between increasing the time restriction
which may force customers to either look for the off-street (signage ties in) or may find the
chronically high occupancy of on-street parking space as a sign of deficiency and therefore not
come back to the commercial study area; if you raise the time restriction you need to place a
higher value on those spaces – that is, raise the hourly charge; the pricing mechanism is used
throughout the industry to promote a decision to park on the off-street space; and thus in turn
promote turnover of those on-street spaces;
Scenarios derived from the marketing of existing parking facilities to customers stem from
largely the Consultant’s experience with integrating parking supply with the customer’s
vehicular approach and with the commercial area that the parking supply is intended to serve. In
the course of our presentations we spoke to the issue of way-finding.
Emerging from a weakness of the current signage and pedestrian connection from the off street
parking facility to the commercial activity, the following options or initiatives emerged:
o Using the concept of a gateway corridor system that escorts vehicles and pedestrians
into the downtown, erect universal green P signs at the major intersections; size of signs
and color were discussed in our presentations and the number and specific locations of
such welcome signs will be subject of further study by the Town and stakeholders.
o The potential for a networked set of pay and display units, can provide the feature of
electronic monitoring of the number of spaces available in real time; we would use
these data to inform the motorist travelling into the downtown of their availability and
location of available space through digital message board at the various gateways.
o Erect large “P” way finding signs at eye level throughout the downtown for customers to
quickly find parking lots located off back streets.
o Use reflective 3M material (for night and winter periods); OR, Consider sign illumination
i.e. LED; OR Green solar powered signs available.
o Important for “definition of place” - Large simple bright “P” identifier signs near
entrances and visible from approaching traffic in two directions.
o Graphic language and presentation on the signage should reflect the parking facility’s
location, name or historical characteristic that the Town would like to define for the
various off-street parking facilities in the study areas.

Communications & Marketing Strategy:


Cost of parking is one of these items that should become part of a marketing presentation on
the rationale for user pay facilities; value of the service needs to be understood by everyone.
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Role of enforcement as a tool that encourages compliance not punishment.
Role of on street space and off street space.
How to pay for parking or obtain a monthly parking permit or pay a parking fine.
Where to find parking space in the downtown & Kerr St Village, location of accessible spaces to
be highlighted on Town’s internet site.
Connecting parking service to the downtown & Kerr St Village; becoming part of the experience.
Identify who to call or communicate with regarding municipal parking service.
Explore with the BIAs the implementation – even on a trial basis – of an ambassador program
that serves to meet and greet customers in the commercial areas and offer advice on available
parking spaces – preferably off-street, explain charges for parking and time limitation rationale.

Time Restrictions:








The control of how much time one can park on a parking space would seem to be counterproductive to commercial business owners. Intuitively, one would want customers to stay in the
downtown for a significant amount of time that is, the greater duration of stay the higher the
probability of spending more money in the downtown’s commercial area
From a parking planning point of view, we strive to generate traffic to the commercial area as
well. The difference is that we want to present to the prospective customer a range of parking
products that meet their duration of stay needs. We are saying through the use of different time
restrictions, and in some municipal parking systems, different parking charges is this: if your trip
purpose is under one hour please make use of the parking space along Lakeshore Rd E. If your
trip duration is greater than three hours, encourage through communications plan and
messaging on the revenue control units the use of specific off-street facilities that are so signed.
It is the explicit role of the municipal parking organization to market the parking product – to
invest in the education of our customers as to the location of our facilities, and role of our
parking service system in the overall scheme of things (how parking is integrated with urban
design framework of the downtown, and how parking is linked to commercial destinations for
example). As well, our role is to provide a way-finding mechanism to get our customers to all of
our parking space products. Thusly, the recommendation that follows is not an isolated initiative
– it requires a number of supportive initiatives and actions.
We recommend increasing the on street parking meter time restriction from the current two
to three hours. We provided evidence from our parking supply response surveys that 11 percent
of the observed customers that park on the on-street two hour stalls did in fact stay longer than
the current two hour time limit. Notwithstanding the impact that increasing the time restriction
has on turnover and availability of parking, in response to the survey input, we can increase the
time to three hours while at the same time increase the value of that premium parking. The
increase in the on-street metered price from $1.50 per hour to $2 per hour will shift longer stay
parkers to the current priced ($1.50 per hour) off street parking lots resulting in a balancing of
demand and supply. We recommend that concomitant action is required with respect to the
increase of time restrictions on the on street parking space. That action is to value one hour of
parking from current $1.50 to $2.00.
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As in a theatrical performance, there are limited floor and front row seats. Their location
relative to the stage is given a monetary value – closer you are the higher the cost. This
analogy is not dissimilar to the desire of customers to park front row centre on Lakeshore Rd.
The reality is that these spaces are limited in number.
o Consider that there are 2.4 off street spaces for every on street stall currently and yet the
cost of those much sought after on street space is equal to the more abundant off street
space. This balance is tackled by the recommendation to increase the on street time
restriction from two hour to three hours, increasing the value of an hour of parking on
street from $1.50 an hour to $2 per hour, and marketing cheaper hourly rates for off street
space for anticipated longer durations of stay.
o As presented in Technical Report A, a scan of neighbouring similar municipal parking
operations, supported the increase from one hour to two hours. Burlington has recently
adopted a three hour stay.
o Tied to this action is a suggestion that we market through flyers, newspaper ads, and on the
Town's internet site, reminders of what the intended purpose of on versus off street parking,
namely: shorter stay parking for the on street at a higher cost premium, and longer stays off
street at a lower cost.
With respect to off street time restrictions, we recommend maintaining the time restriction in the
downtown core lots as shown on Schedule B presented earlier in this report.

Revenue Control Technology:
Where the off street parking system's revenue is now controlled by Pay and Display units the following
initiatives emerge for both on and off street applications:











Flexible payment (introduce credit card);
Present the option of using a discount or value card distributed and supported by the
downtown business group;
Reliability and frequency of breakdown;
Incorporate the ability to accept business loyalty discount payment cards, tokens or coupons
technology;
Incorporate wireless network connectivity of the on and off-street parking control units so that
we can display at key gateways the number of available vacant spaces as a means to reduce the
search time and to tie the parking service more directly to the commercial activity;
Increased street capacity of 10% to 15% as no on-street individual stall markings required
(except at end of each block face) allowing for more vehicles of differing sizes to park in the
same area.
Consider a study by Town transportation staff of potential streets that can have their parallel
parking space converted to angled space to increase inventory.
Use control unit as an information kiosk promoting business and events in the downtown.
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Emerging Issues/Concerns

3.0 Enforcement levels and fines

Initiatives/Remedies

•
•
•
•

4.0 Supply opportunities

•
•
•
•

•

4.1 Financing

•
•
•

Public education through website and social media
(short YouTube type video)
Assess parking fine rates – relative to their impact
on the system & compare to other municipalities
Set fines with discount if payment within a
specified number of days is typical
Once enforcement technology comes on-board
the Town will be able to manage their own tickets
within the Administrative Monetary Penalties
(AMP) framework which represents a cost and
time savings to the Town
Continued investigation of vacant properties
Continue to engage in joint partnerships
Actively participate in the relocation and design of
Performing Arts/Library activity center
Consideration to at least evaluating streets that
can convert from parallel on-street spaces to
angled spaces to increase inventory
Any package of options should include making use
of the existing inventory in a more optimal way
(pricing, advertisement, loyalty discounts, etc) as
this addresses the over-arching strategic objective
of reflecting sustainability
Self-sufficient (finance through revenues).
Cost savings in construction (modular method
versus traditional)
Cost reduction in operating (automated revenue
control systems & maintenance cost reduction
flowing from more eco-friendly surface
treatments)

Supply Opportunities:
The most recent study developed a Key Performance Index for all of the parking facilities in the survey.
In the downtown, there is evidence that Lots, 2 and 3 (Church Street corridor), Lot 6A have capacity and
are in position to better serve the parking market. The 2012 surveys in the downtown demonstrated
that on-street parking in Zone 6 (the Towne Square block in particular) attracts currently at optimal level
with chronic incidence of illegally parked vehicles.
The recent study also provided a model of the impact of changing time restrictions on parking facilities.
The model’s results were presented and discussed at the Public Information Sessions in June 2013, and
basically those findings are:
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if everyone stays 15 minutes longer on the space in the downtown, the impact would result in a
peak use requirement of slightly over 7 percent over current level (150 spaces), and the average
occupancy throughout the day would increase some 22% from a current 61% of capacity;
if everyone stays 30 minutes longer, the peak use jumps to 175 spaces (over capacity) and the
average occupancy of space would increase by 42% over current level (that is from 76 vehicles
to 108 vehicles);
And finally, the worst case scenario shows that the average occupancy of space would nearly
double from current levels and the peak use demand would increase by roughly 33 percent if
vehicles stayed for another hour.

Other sensitivity models were completed including one in the 1996 study.
“Sensitivity analysis was constructed using the current patterns of arrival, departure (and therefore
duration of stay) of users of on-street and off-street municipal parking facilities [at that time] for the
time period between 11:00 and 16:00 hours. What we attempted to discover was this: How much slack
was currently available to accommodate various increments of volume of traffic to the downtown?
What we found was that the current pattern of accumulation on the metered spaces on-street could
only sustain a five to seven percent increase in volume before less than 10 percent of the inventory
would be available consistently from 11:00 to 16:00 hours on a Thursday.” (BA Group & DSorbara
Parking & Systems Consulting, Downtown Oakville Parking Study, 1996, page 44)
At that time it was suggested that an increase in volume of 5 to 7 percent was conceivable. Under
today’s parking activity profile, the overall volume of parkers on the on-street space has remained
relatively stable, and although the periods of high occupancy have increased, so too has the duration of
stay due in large measure to the increase of the time restriction (as described earlier).
Again back in 1996, the study modeled the potential that an increase in volume may have on the offstreet parking facilities.
“On the off-street parking facilities, the margin of comfort is significantly higher. Here the volume of
traffic would have to increase in excess of 30 percent on a week day before an intolerable level of
service results.” (BA Group & DSorbara Parking & Systems Consulting, Downtown Oakville Parking Study,
1996, page 44)
Kerr St Village public parking inventory is not stressed in terms of its use and is optimally responding to
the demand. The visions of the future state of development leads us to suggest initiatives related to
town’s continued involvement in the shaping of the future urban form and to the formation of
partnerships with local developers to ensure that the “collective” needs of the customer beyond the
boundaries of a site are serviced.
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Maintain the supply:



















We noted that the typical walking distance for short stay customer to destinations within
the core blocks of the downtown ranged from a very high level of service – 50 feet to about
350 feet between parking space and primary destination.
Further to current level of service: From a parking supply distribution point of view, in the
downtown, there is an off-street municipal parking facility on 7 of the 11 blocks between
Church and Robinson and 4 additional facilities on blocks that are just outside this core
perimeter;
We noted that this is reflective of strategically located off street facilities in the core and the
ready availability of on street space in the core. The range exhibited here in Oakville reflects
a very high level of service. It has been our experience in other such studies that typically
the range for non-work trips is from 100 feet to 600 feet. The impact on customer
expectations of course is the need to locate parking within basically a block of the
destination.
In response to the possibility that current parking assets in the core cannot be maintained in
the near and longer terms, we need to continue to investigate sites in the east end of the
downtown core.
Promote the framework of joint private and public sector development to secure a public
parking component in larger scale re-developments in the core.
The infusion of the Performing Arts/Library into the core of the downtown serves to provide
a source of pedestrian activity that will present an opportunity to engage; Theatre
attendees provide an obvious source of commercial opportunity before and after the
performance; aside from commercial advantages, this infusion serves to encourage the
pedestrian traffic through the downtown. It is prudent to expand the municipality’s
interests when and if this move occurs.
Convert parallel on street parking to angled spaces on low volume streets in the downtown
subject to review by Town’s staff. Further as we mentioned in our presentations we hope to
invite input from the Downtown Oakville Transportation and Streetscape Study in the
evaluation of parking along these and core area streets in terms of any future bicycle lanes.
Land acquisition is of course an expensive method of providing public parking space; one
parking space requires approximately 400 square feet of land (stall and driving aisle) and an
estimated potential land value range of 250 to 300 dollars per square foot in the downtown
translates to roughly 100,000 to 120,000 dollars to acquire a parking stall.
We studied the Parking reserve fund and its role in the provision of parking for the future.
We offered a different way to interpret the size of the fund: in terms of the number of
parking spaces that it can buy – divide the total value of the reserve fund by the land cost of
400 square feet to obtain an estimate of the number of new parking spaces that can be
supported.
Other funding sources come out of cash-in-lieu in the Kerr St Village and revenue increase as
part of rate increases and adjustments in the core.
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As alluded to previously, our pursuit is to make the best use of what we have (sustainable); and to
secure over the long term what we already have.
Emerging Issues/Concerns

Initiatives/Remedies

5.0 Pedestrian links to and from
municipal lots

Improve signage
Program to improve surface condition and lighting
Develop & incorporate design standards

6.0 Zoning bylaw requirement in
the downtown

Site demand assessment
Engage in the discussion of zoning study now underway;
downtown is exempt while Kerr St Village is not; the two
urban forms however are so different that one cannot
justify exempting Kerr St Village
Impacts from:
New community library (& Performing Arts)
Proposed re-design and revitalization of the Towne Square
in the downtown
New infill developments i.e. along Randall, general
downtown heritage sites redevelopment, Post Office site)
Expanded hours of operation of commercial into evening
Church St corridor for market sites suitable for mixed uses
Bold visions for the Kerr St Village

7.0 Refreshed Image emerging

Pedestrian Links:











Pedestrian links – direct paths involve acquisition of property which is expensive;
Pedestrian links break up the street face of commercial areas but other municipalities have
done it and these pathways are somewhat charming (Cobourg – Henley Pathway; Niagara Falls’
Drummondville commercial area has laneways that connect the commercial street to the offstreet parking facility; and that laneway is wide enough to host street vendors, artists and popup gift shops along its perimeter)
The “You are here” map graphic at the pay kiosk on the surface lots would serve to connect the
parking service to the community around it; the pay kiosk is a natural gathering place and can be
used to display information on promotions, special events, and other community or commercial
news; (Orillia – the BIA sponsors the information boards on municipal parking areas).
Pedestrian connections from the off street space to the commercial area needs to be somewhat
formal, well lighted and surface treatment needs to respect the wide range of age and mobility
capabilities.
Improve signage to be quickly and easily identified, especially for tourists.
Develop a program to improve surface condition and lighting.
Lighting standards are available in GTA (safety, green initiative).
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Link to emergency telephone, intercom for assistance, bill boards/information kiosks, auto
assistance.
Surface treatment needs to respect customer profile, weather conditions, and types of travel
modes (cycle, pedestrian, roller blades).

Emerging Issues/Concerns
8.0 Validation of parking and other perks

9.0 Cost of free parking

Initiatives/Remedies
•

Technology

•

e-commerce

•

Target allocation of space to permit

•

Special Event parking is possible through
new technology and the use of advance
pre-paid parking

•

Re-consider the free evening parking,
notwithstanding the increased cost of
enforcement

•

Loyalty cards readable by newer pay
stations to offer discounts for frequent
visitors

•

Performing Arts event parking can be
internet based (along with the purchase of
a theatre ticket) to promote the off street
parking facilities that can serve this venue

•

Communicate the value of service

•

Understand the delivery cost of parking

•

User pay is self-sustaining to meet current
and future needs.

Parking Validation / Perks:


Technology changes are phased in over the next 3 to 5 years in the Town, good time to work
with the community based entities such as the Performing Arts Centre to manage the process of
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adding a pre-paid parking coupon that would allow customers to plan where to park4 while
enjoying the performance; this would serve to cut down on the search time just prior to the
performance, it is a way to reduce the stress in finding that parking space especially if the
patrons are from out of town. This system of course assumes that payment for the use of
parking after 6 pm is introduced;
Tie parking activity with local restaurants discount coupons; (Toronto Parking Authority has over
the past decade launched into value-added coupons with local businesses);
Free parking – has to be understood that time restrictions on the use of the parking space still
has to be in place (which means enforcement); parking system is self-sufficient and meant to
draw from revenue to maintain the existing infrastructure and build and care for the future
infrastructure.
Discussion of "Grace" period – emerges from those customers who get ticketed minutes after
their purchased time on a parking space expires. Contemporary practice is to build a grace
period into the technology be it a metered stall or pay and display unit. Pay by License
technology tied in with a Smartphone can provide customer with a warning of time expiration
and - if within the policy – can "top-up" their time with online purchase of time.
Emerging Issues/Concerns

10.0 Accessible Parking Service

11.0 Linking to Active
Transportation Initiatives

12.0 Permit Parking Market
Segment

4

Initiatives/Remedies

•

Upper level of government to lead

•

Buildings as well

•

No requirement to subsidize this parking

•

Bylaw requirements

•

Storage Facilities

•

Payment or Free

•

Downtown Transportation and Streetscape Study
underway that will address this important topic

•

Key market segment has since the 1996 study
been offered fringe area off- and on-street parking
space at very low cost.

•

Issue of infiltration of the residential community;
“cat and mouse” game with the two hour parking
restricted on-street space

This coupon would not reserve a parking space but would be treated as a discount value card.
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•

On-line parking permit renewal would assist in
demand management and service

Accessible Parking:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Concerns about location and geometry.
Medium to low level of occupancy found throughout the survey periods.
AODA (Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act) and requirement for municipalities to
meet the Built Environment Standard (under review by Province).
On-street number of spaces to be provided – no provincial standards (ad hoc).
Off-street numbers of spaces to be provided– many municipalities have established ratios.
No consistent requirement standard for subsidized vs. paid on-street or off-street public parking
for motorists with MTO issued Accessible Parking Permit (APP).
Awaiting the release of the provincial Built Environment Standard (which should address parking)
for location and geometry.
Municipalities (Barrie, Toronto) have developed geometrics for on-street (parallel and diagonal)
and off-street (90 degree) parking (Orillia, Barrie, Toronto).
ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act in USA) has established geometry guidelines and number of
space requirements.
Municipalities currently examining on-street number of space requirements.
For off-street number of spaces, municipalities (Oakville, Collingwood, Barrie, Toronto) have
addressed ratios in zoning bylaws and/or urban design policies/guidelines
Current ratio of accessible spaces in Oakville: 1 to 25 on-street and 1 to 52 for off-street is very
high. We noted that there are municipalities that only situate accessible parking space on their
off street facilities unlike Oakville which provides accessible parking space on and off street.
The Town’s Accessibility Advisory Committee (or equivalent) should share advice on forming a
plan for the location and number of additional accessible parking stalls that meets accessibility
requirements that are compatible with parking lot design standards and safety guidelines when
the utilization show the need for additional spaces.

Link to Active Transportation Initiatives:
•
•
•

Bicycle, Motorcycles, Mo Peds are part of the overall transportation family of modes; our
municipal parking facilities can and should provide parking for them.
Demand and location to be a joint effort of the Town and the local BIAs.
This topic is also within the scope of the Downtown Transportation and Streetscape Study
currently underway.

Permit Parking Market Segment:
One of the specific issues that we were asked to address was that of permit parking. The questions were:
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Is there a deficiency in the number of permit spaces?
Is there a distribution issue in terms of where the permit spaces are allocated?
What should the Town’s role be in the provision of permit parking spaces in the study areas?
Here are our answers to this specific component of our emerging parking strategy:








To put it more succinctly, the parking industry and the Town’s role in the provision of permit
parking looks to manipulate the permit parker to areas where space provision is not
compromised for the core of the Town’s service customer base – the shorter stay shopper,
visitor to the downtown. The strategic direction within a public parking management
framework is to offset longer walking distances to and from places of employment with
significant cost savings. The private sector also plays an important role in the provision of
parking for their employees on private properties.
Parking space distribution not matching implied level of service (walking distance) and value
of parking – in reference to permit parking, we are promoting the notion that we can reintroduce the sale of permits on each of our off street parking facilities (we suggested 20
percent of current inventory).
o We also underscored that the value of the permit is so inexpensive that we should in
theory reflect that cost by providing the permit space to the periphery of the core. We
propose a wider distribution of permit spaces on each of the core facilities, but to a limit
of 20 percent of capacity.
o We emphasized that level of permit space is part of a flexible process and can be
evaluated each season. We discussed in our presentations that we could allow the
number of permits to reflect the seasons – that is, in summer months and December
when significant customer parking is more critical, we can reduce that number on Lots 2
and 3 for example.
o The key ingredient here is to market the space to match the rhythm of parking demand
type. This kind of response is part of the approach to parking management that we
encourage the Town of Oakville to embrace.
o We suggest that some of the very under-utilized on street parking space can be
converted to permit parking spaces. We do appreciate that since some of these
underutilized areas are residential in nature, that this will be a contentious issue
Improvement to the very procedure of purchasing permits through the internet should be
investigated for customer convenience. The site would show the number of permits available
and queue length, with suggestions for alternate choices.
The adoption the Pay by License technology along with License Plate Recognition system would
provide the necessary implementation environment to manage – among other things – the on
street parking permit system in the Town.
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Schedules
The following set of graphics, tables and commentary were extracted from the three Technical Reports
that formed this Study. They are intended to provide statistical snapshots of key parking activity data
collected in this study of parking activity.
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Schedule 1: The Study Areas

Kerr St Village

Space Type
Stalls
Accessible
7
1021
OFF - Private Customer Mix
756
OFF - Private Restricted
45
OFF - Public Unlimited
214
OS - 2 HR
6
OS - Not Marked (Boulevard)
Grand Total
2049
Note: Inventory north of Speers Rd was not

DSorbara Parking & Systems Consulting

Downtown

Space Type
Accessible
Monthly – Lot 13/Lot 6/Onstreet
OFF – Private Customer Mix
OFF - Private No Restriction
OFF - Public 16 HR
(Parkade)
OFF - Public 2 HR (Lot 10,
16)

Stalls
33
65
163
556
277
121
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included on this table

24
OFF - Public 3 HR (Lot 11A)
151
OFF - Public 5 HR (Lot 1,2,3
&15)
184
OFF - Public 9 HR (Lot 11B,
5, 7, 6A & 8)
403
OS - 2 HR
46
OS - 5 HR
157
OS - 9 HR
10
OS - Not Marked
Grand Total
2190
Notes: The MMM Group report
inventoried 2,637 spaces. The difference
lies with their inclusion of parking space
that serve land uses that this study
characterizes as not relevant to a
commercial parking study such as: Yacht
Club (Zone 1); Churches located in Zone
7.

Zone Areas
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Schedule 2: Parking Response Surveys
Existing Parking System – Time Restrictions

Parking Space Use Survey Dates
Survey Date

Total Parkers
Surveyed

th

520
2107
2402
1883
1995
675
573
2443
2201
508
1278
698
298
505

Sat Oct 13
th
Thurs Oct 25
th
Fri Oct 26
th
Sat Oct 27
th
Tue Oct 30
st
Thurs Nov 1
nd
Fri Nov 2
st
Thurs Nov 1
nd
Fri Nov 2
rd
Sat Nov 3
rd
Sat Nov 3
th
Fri Nov 9
th
Tue Nov 13
th
Thurs Nov 15
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Parking Space Types Surveyed
Downtown – off-street outside Core
Downtown – on-street inventory
Downtown on-street inventory
Downtown on-street inventory
Downtown on-street inventory
Downtown – off-street outside Core
Downtown – off-street Core
Downtown – on-street inventory
Kerr St Village – on-street & Lot 12
Downtown – off-street Core
Kerr St Village – on-street & Lot 12
Downtown – off-street outside Core
Downtown – off-street Core
Downtown – off-street Core
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Survey Date
Tues Nov 20

Total Parkers
Surveyed

th

425

Parking Space Types Surveyed
Downtown – off-street outside Core

Grand Total

17 265 vehicles
(rounded up)
Stepping back, we observed 13, 785 vehicles over the survey period in the downtown. The 95th
confidence range based on the survey days yielded a peak use of between 665 and 980 vehicles5. When
you bring in the range of parking spaces typically surveyed – 1040 to 1467 – and compare spaces to peak
use, the range of 58 to 73 percent would form the expected peak use to capacity in the downtown.
In the Kerr St Village study area we observed 3,480 vehicles over the two survey days. Again the 95th
confidence range based on these two days yielded a peak use of between 105 to 165 vehicles. And,
again comparing this range of peak use to the parking supply surveyed (220), the peak occupancy range
was 47 to 75 percent of capacity with an average of 61 percent of capacity occupied at peak hour. The
surveyed peak occupancy of private spaces (those that could be accessed by customers) had a range of
45 to 80 percent of their capacity.

A confidence range means that if we were to perform the survey of parking space activity again, the peak number of vehicles
observed would fall within this range 95 times out of 100.
5
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Schedule 3: Parking Supply Response to Demand – Volume
Downtown - Summary of Volume by Parking Type

Kerr St Village – Summary of Volume by Parking Type
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Schedule 4: Parking Supply Response to Demand – Turnover
Downtown -Effective Turnover of Parking Space
The intensity of use of parking facilities over the course of the survey period is expressed in terms of the
turnover of space. Turnover is calculated by dividing the total volume of parkers by the peak number of
parking stalls. Turnover is the diagnostic tool which synthesizes the individual and cumulative effects of
demand (volume of parkers), available space (capacity), and the nature of that demand (duration of
stay).

Kerr St Village - Effective Turnover of Space
As for the Kerr St Village, as shown below, the turnover values reflect efficient use of parking space both
on and off-street. The sampling of the data is such that the range of turnover values can swing from 3.8
to a high of 7.2 for the on-street space and 1.8 to 5.4 vehicles per peak capacity for the off-street space.
The on-street parking space attracted between 1.3 to 2.1 times the volumes per space than the one
municipal surface lot. This magnitude of attraction is consistent with a commercial area that has its onand off-street parking products working optimally.
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Schedule 5: Parking Supply Response to Demand – Customer Mix
Downtown – Profile of Duration of Stay

Kerr St Village – Profile of Duration of Stay
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Schedule 6: Parking Supply Response to Demand– Accumulation
Downtown – Two Hour Time Restricted On Street Accumulation of Vehicles

Downtown – Five Hour Time Restricted Off Street Accumulation of Vehicles
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Kerr St Village – Weekend and Weekday Surveys of Accumulation (Muncipal
Spaces Only)
Parking Metric: Accumulation Pattern

Kerr St Village’s Friday pattern of accumulation of vehicles is also a double peak condition at 13:30 and
then again at 14:30. There is a steady build-up from noon to these two peak points and although there is
parking space available (maximum occupancy of 65 percent of capacity), the pattern reflects an area
that is popular and reasonably busy.
From a parking strategy point of view, the evening peak presents a challenge. From an operational
viewpoint, the on street parking space is not restricted to time restriction of two hours, and customers
do not need to pay for time. The contemporary parking management approach to the turning off the
enforcement and pay parking aspect of the operation is to treat the parking business as any other
business. This means simply that if land uses in the area served by the public parking operation are open,
then the parking business should also be opened.
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